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New York Times bestselling author, K.N. Lee presents the highly-anticipated sequel to Rise of the

Flame.A curse. A plague. The last dragon.Lilae escaped slavery, only to find her body still bound to

the Shadow Elf that cursed her, and her mind linked to the emperor that seduced her. With their

hold on her, she risks slipping into a void that can destroy her and her bond with her greatest

ally--the prince from her dreams.While Liam vows to protect Lilae and their world from a vengeful

fallen god, Queen Aria does her best to preserve his kingdom for him, despite betrayal, political

intrigue, and a plague.Lilae and Liam were born to be demi-gods in this epic fantasy, but even their

powers aren't strong enough against a threat from another world that they never imagined

intervening.5 Stars! "Epic in every sense of the word!"The Eura ChroniclesPublication order:*Rise of

the Flame (The Eura Chronicles, Book 1) *Night of the Storm (The Eura Chronicles, Book 2) *Dawn

of the Forgotten (The Eura Chronicles, Book 3) coming soon *The Darkest Day (The Eura

Chronicles, Book 4) coming soonPraise for Night of the Storm:"A perfectly written sequel! If you

havnt read "Rise of the Flame" then I highly suggest you do so! It's hard for me to find a book that

keeps my interest during the entire read but both books will have you craving more!" Jenna-

ReviewerGrab your copy today!Embark on a fantastical journey perfect for readers of Branden

Sanderson, C.S. Lewis, and George R.R. Martin
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I really enjoyed reading this book. From the moment that I started reading till the second that I

finished the last page, I was transported to another world and I could forget about the day to day

routine of my regular days. It moved along at the perfet pace to be comfortable while reading, has

awesome characters and a story that will not let you down. This has to be read, no doubt about it.

A perfectly written sequel! If you havnt read "Rise of the Flame" then I highly suggest you do so! It's

hard for me to find a book that keeps my interest during the entire read but both books will have you

craving more!Magic and adventure. Love and destiny. Torn between so many different things! For

me there was the perfect amount of magic. Magic from the soul.If you like action, magic and a little

romance then grab a copy! This is sure to hit your top favorite list!-Jenna

The war rages on as the chosen and their allies struggle against the forces of evil. Night of Storm

picked up where Rise of Flame left off. We follow our fearless characters as they journey into new

lands, gain new allies and face unimaginable danger.I loved the pace of the novel and how we got

to see the story from all different sides with the multiple points of view.I can't wait to discover what

happens next as things heat up and dangers lurk everywhere.

Ã¢Â€ÂœIn Ellowen, anything is possible.Ã¢Â€Â•Night of the Storm continues right where we left off

in Rise of the Flame. If you have not read that first it is a must. Many of the Chosen are united,

enemies are uncovered, and allies are found. This novel began with a bang through 2 words that

set a fast, action pace: Ã¢Â€ÂœSheÃ¢Â€Â™s goneÃ¢Â€Â•. Emotions run high as the war rages on

and lives are lost. This novel is rich with characters that play intricate roles in the ever surprising

plot. The stories of each character was integrated well without confusion. The different viewpoints

enabled me to envision how this war was affecting Ellowen as a whole. I was awed by the instant

connection of Lilae and Liam even if I was rooting for someone else. I debated with myself about

which traits I would want more. Accuracy and Evasion seem to win since I loved the fighting but it

would be nice to have Creation and Mind Telling. I experienced so many emotions including

sadness and surprise. I rooted during the battles and met relief. This novel is an amazing,



fantastical read. I encourage you to dive into this story. This was never my genre but after

discovering it on Kindle Unlimited, I had to read the series. The book is a wonderful length. The

visual map, realm summary, and cover were amazing. The only con I can say is that I read the book

way too fast. The cliff hanger at the end makes it hard to wait until January, but I know that K.N. Lee

will deliver once again a captivating read. Until then, I will read the Koa series again. I did receive an

advanced copy in return for an honest review.

I received an ARC in exchange for my honest review.I actually couldn't wait to read this book, so I

purchased it on  before I was approved for an ARC.This story just keeps getting better. Lilae comes

to understand her powers more and struggles with her developing feels. Liam seems to only get

stronger and he is a great leader. I love Rowe and his deep, loyalty to Liam. We still do not know

much about Rowe's power but I assume that will be unraveled for us in later books. It seems to me

that in this book book, the good get better and the bad get badder. New alliances are made and

some broken. I truly have no idea where this series will end up but I am excited to continue on their

adventure with them.

Lilae and Liam finally meet! Kavien realizes that Lilae is not in love with him and that is heart

breaking! I wanted to see a little more of Kavien, but it was good to see her is not out of the story!I'm

sad that Sona seems completely evil, maybe she'll turn around. I'm very excited about the Seer and

the Steel.There are many new characters and I cannot wait to learn more about them.

Oh where do I begin???!?!!?!I don't like spoilers so I won't give anything away...but can I just say

that I can't wait for the next book in the series? From romance to action to sorrow...its definitely a

story that plays with your emotions (but in a good way). If you aren't sure about the series, trust me,

you won't after reading just a few pages!!! So what are you waiting for???

A great sequel to Rise if The Flame. I enjoy the diverse supernatural beings and their stories in this

series. This book had me on edge a few times and very eager to keep reading when I thought I was

ready for a break. It has a lot of action and excitement. I am anxiously awaiting the 3rd installment!
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